
Fr. Philip D. Reifenberg, Pastor

September 13, 2020

 Dear Parishioners:  
 

       As I mentioned last week, on Monday, September 14th, the dispensation of Catholics in the Archdiocese of Milwaukee
from the obligation to attend Sunday Mass will expire, which means: unless otherwise excused, Catholics are once again
expected to attend Mass on Sundays (or Saturday evenings), and, as Archbishop Listecki has said, “Those who
deliberately fail to attend Sunday Mass commit a grave sin.” According to his recent pronouncement on the matter, the
Archbishop considers “otherwise excused” to be those: who are ill; who are at risk due to age [over 65], underlying medical
conditions or compromised immune systems; who are caring for someone who is sick; and who fear attending because of
at-risk factors.
      Since social distancing continues to be the order of the day and apparently will be so until all restrictions connected to
the pandemic are lifted, our parishes continue to operate under reduced seating capacities. While those numbers are
somewhat fluid and depend upon how many people come as families (and hence do not need to maintain six feet between
individuals), we estimate our capacity at St. John the Baptist to hover around 125 while St. Thomas Aquinas can safely seat
about 85. Given that pre-pandemic [October 2019] Mass attendance on weekends at SJB’s two Masses was 840 and at
STA’s two Masses was 365, even if those who are legitimately excused from attending choose to stay away, lifting the
dispensation may very well cause serious problems at our two parishes unless we do something to increase our seating
capacity.
      So, starting next weekend, September 19-20, and running through the month of October – and most likely through the
end of the year (or the lifting of all restrictions, whichever comes first!) – we are adding a Sunday Mass to the schedule at
SJB (7:00 a.m.) and at STA (10:30 a.m.). Two Senior Priests, Fr. Bob Stiefvater and Fr. Tom Lijewski, have agreed to help
out until the end of the year; one of them will celebrate the 8:00 a.m. Mass at STA and the 9:30 a.m. Mass at SJB each
Sunday while I will take the earlier Mass at SJB and the later one at STA. (I will continue to celebrate both Saturday
Masses, myself.)
      At the same time, if at any Mass at SJB or STA it appears we are in danger of compromising safe social distancing in
the Church, we will shunt the overflow into the Gathering Space at SJB and downstairs into the Church Hall at STA. (At
STA, we hope to have in place by the weekend a camera/projection system capable of transmitting both the visual and
audio aspects of the Mass downstairs.) If the overflow space, itself, fills to the point that more people may be admitted only
at the price of sacrificing safe social distancing standards, the doors of that Church will be closed and people wanting to
enter will have to be turned away.
       My guess is that the greatest risk of reaching such a point would occur at the 8:00 a.m. Mass at STA and the 9:30 a.m.
Mass at SJB. This is where you can help: if one of these two has been the Mass you usually attend, please look at the
expanded Mass schedule and see if one of the new Masses might be a better “fit” for you, instead. (If Mass at SJB has
been your preference, SJB’s registration process will let you know immediately if there’s room for you at the Mass of your
choice.) As in the past, STA parishioners can attend Masses at SJB, and vice-versa, and church support envelopes will be
forwarded to their proper destination. Once again, please be patient as we make these adjustments.


